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Some reactions to the discussion paper…
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• A correct diagnosis is important – but…

• Correct: market integration isn’t the problem. 
Incorrect: market design is. Problem is that 
neither actual market integration nor a proper 
energy market have yet been tried

• Right about surplus capacity, but to be fair it’s 
not just because of low demand (surplus does = 
RES TWh); good news is that variability & 
SRMC of RES are not the problem



Some reactions to the discussion paper…
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• Contrary to “structural trend” #1, no evidence 
that “investment instruments need to be 
created” for LRMC; cap intensity of RES is not 
unique; no capacity mech designed to do that, 
and anyway capacity mech would not help RES

• Correctly notes ETS price unlikely to drive fuel-
switching, but no mention of EPS or buy-outs??

• “Economic life” not fixed quantity, just acctg
estimate; profitable plants by definition not at 
end of “useful lives” – regulation is only answer



2 common fallacies about energy markets
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Resource adequacy standards
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RA standards are ambiguously framed
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Source: William Hogan, Harvard Kennedy School of Govt.



…and their relationship to VoLL is remote
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VoLL

range

Source: William Hogan, Harvard Kennedy School of Govt.



“Standards” are unevenly applied
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Source: Brattle Group

…vs. the current Texas resource adequacy standard, 

which implies a SAIDI of ~0.3 minutes per customer



Supply is almost never the constraint
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What is it you’re trying to do?
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Energy-only mkt

equilibrium = 11.5%
Typical US 1-in-10 

standard = 14.1%

Source: Brattle Group (amended)



Resource adequacy methodologies
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What’s “adequate”?
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What’s “adequate”?
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What’s “adequate”?

• Some reasons to be skeptical:

– How much capacity credit given to renewables?

– Is any DR included? How much EE is assumed?

– What is actually being referred to by “margin”?

– Operating and contingency reserves are 
excluded from reserve margin calculation

– How are interconnectors evaluated? Is MS “self-
sufficiency” an implicit (or explicit) objective?

– How much capacity credit given to thermal 
resources?
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What’s “adequate”?
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One example: a little aggressive in some respects, but only national resources



Capacity vs. capabilities, peak vs. daily needs
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Source: ERCOT

“Adequacy” events not at all limited to peak 



NERC is consistent on differentiation of resource value
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Good example: “The traditional measure of resource adequacy is to track 
operating reserves. A simplified calculation for reserves is Balancing 
Authority’s generating capability minus customer demand. There are actually 
several different types of reserves…but all are intended to maintain or restore 
load-generation balance in different windows of time…

- Not all Balancing Authorities need the same amount and type of Operating 
Reserves. [Some] need more regulating (quick maneuvering) generation 
than others….

- …Balancing Authorities without methods to accurately evaluate and mitigate 
issues in regulation response need more reserves.

Even if a Balancing Authority has adequate reserves, it may fail or be unable to 
deploy them when needed….”

NERC, “Balancing and Frequency Control” (26 Jan 2011), pages 40-41 



Capacity Only vs. Resource Capabilities
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Source: International Energy Agency, The Power of Transformation (Mar 2014)



“Missing money”: Only capacity? Really?

• Artificially low price caps

• Arbitrarily high mandated reserve margins…

• …leading to institutionalized surpluses

• Failure to reflect the marginal costs of all actions 
by system and market actors in scarcity events

• In other words, it’s not missing at all – we know 
exactly where it is

• And it distorts all investment signals, including 
investment in increased operational flexibility
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Capacity Only vs. Resource Capabilities
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Real example: PJM demand response auction
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Source: Brattle Group



• Variable RES adds nothing to contingency 
reserve requirements

• …adds very little to ten-minute operating reserve 
requirements…

• …increases regulation and inertia requirements 
somewhat…

• …but significantly increases 30-minute to multi-
hour ramping reserve requirements, i.e., energy 
market timescales (how much is depends on the 
size of the balancing area)
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“Flexibility” ≠ “balancing services”



Pricing behavior in wholesale energy markets
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Typical distorted view of supply/demand
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Source: Brattle Group

Manifestation in balancing market



Spread of actual system resources (example)
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Source: Brattle Group report to Texas PUCT
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Source: Brattle Group

Expose opportunity cost of inflexibility
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Source: W. Hogan

Another depiction



Representative actual supply/demand
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Comparison: Distorted vs. actual
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Practical effect (one example)
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Will we see a sloped energy demand curve emerge?

Source: ERCOT



Benefits of regional cooperation
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Benefits of wide-area regional imbalance markets
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Source: “Flexibility Reserve Reductions from an Energy Imbalance Market with High Levels of Wind Energy in the Western Interconnection” King, Kirby, Milligan and Beuning



Benefits of wide-area regional imbalance markets
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Source: “Combining Balancing Areas’ Variability: Impacts on Wind Integration in the Western Interconnection” King, Kirby, Milligan and Beuning (2010)



Benefits of wide-area regional imbalance markets
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Source: “Combining Balancing Areas’ Variability: Impacts on Wind Integration in the Western Interconnection” King, Kirby, Mil ligan and Beuning (2010)



A practical application:
A California Utility’s Projected “Duck”
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4,000 MW Peak Demand;  2,000 MW Minimum Demand; 

73% Load Factor;  Max 1-hour ramp:  400 MW

Forecast:   2,500 MW of wind and solar added 2012 – 2020; 

Predicted 63% Load Factor; Max 1-hour ramp:  550 MW
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Ten Strategies To Align Loads to Resources
(and Resources to Loads) 

with Illustrative Values for Each

1. Targeted energy 

efficiency

2. Orient solar panels

3. Use solar thermal 

with storage.

4. Manage electric 

water heat

5. Require new large 

air conditioners to 

include storage

6. Retire older inflexible power 

plants

7. Concentrate demand charges 

into “ramping” hours

8. Deploy energy storage in 

targeted locations

9. Implement aggressive demand 

response programs

10.Consolidate balancing control 

areas
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Not every strategy will be applicable to every utility.



How Did We Do?

Pre-Strategy, without Solar/Wind:  73% LF

Pre-Strategy, with Solar/Wind: 63% LF

Post-Strategy, with Solar/Wind:      83% LF

Maximum Hourly Ramp:  340 MW vs. 550 MW
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Diagnosis? For decarbonization…
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• “Investment mechanisms” more problematic 
than many think; energy market more 
important that many think (see “flexibility”)

• “Split” market operations, no central dispatch, 
lack of locational pricing are big problems

• Flexibility of non-RES resources in operating 
timescales is a crucial resource adequacy issue

• Demand-side  participation in markets (incl
energy storage) is crucial

• MS-by-MS system operation is a big problem



Diagnosis? For decarbonization…
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• Lack of transparency to “resource adequacy” 
standards & methodology a big problem

• MS-by-MS resource adequacy assessment is a 
big problem

• Once-in-a-generation opportunity to purge 
surplus baseload generation – ETS price won’t 
do it, “investment instruments” will obstruct it 
– requires regulation (EPS, buy-outs, other)

• RES investment challenge will need to be solved 
as a special case (but not because it’s capital 
intensive)
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